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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Microbial  genotyping  is  essential  for  forensic  discrimination  of pathogen  strains,  tracing  epidemics,  and
understanding  evolutionary  processes.  Phylogenetic  analyses  were  performed  and  genotyping  assays
designed  for  ﬁve  viral  species  complexes  or genera:  Western,  Eastern,  and  Venezuelan  equine  encephali-
tis  viruses,  hantavirus  segments  L,  M, and  S, and  orthopoxviruses.  For  each  group,  sequence  alignments
and  phylogenetic  trees  were  built. PCR  signatures  composed  of primer  pairs  or  TaqManTM triplets  were
designed  and  mapped  to nodes  of  the  trees  for sub-type  or strain  speciﬁc  PCR-based  identiﬁcation.  In addi-
tion,  single  nucleotide  polymorphisms  (SNPs)  were  identiﬁed  and  mapped  to trees,  and  SNP  microarray
probes  were  designed  to  enable  highly  multiplexed  genotyping  of an  unsequenced  sample  by hybridiza-
tion.  SNP-based  trees  corresponded  well  with  MSA  trees.  Near-perfect  isolate  resolution  was  possibleestern/Eastern/Venezuelan encephalitis
iruses
rthopoxvirus
antavirus
for  all  viruses  analyzed  computationally  using  either  SNPs  or PCR  signatures.  More  tree  nodes  were  rep-
resented  by SNP  loci than  by  PCR  signatures,  as  PCR  signatures  often  represented  subsets  of  strains  not
corresponding  to a branch.  However,  while  PCR  genotyping  is  possible,  the number  of  PCR signatures
needed  to characterize  an  unknown  can  be  very  large.  SNP  microarrays  are  a suitable  alternative,  as
arrays enable  highly  multiplexed,  high  resolution  genotyping  of  an  unknown  in a single  hybridization
assay.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.. Introduction
Forensic characterization of select agent viruses requires the
etection of reliably measured molecular variations between
elated viral strains. Critical characteristics of viral typing include
niversality, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, efﬁciency, reproducibility and
esolution. Although genomic sequencing provides the highest
esolution of measuring molecular variations and the cost of
equencing is decreasing rapidly, it is not yet feasible to type every
train of every viral pathogen of interest by sequencing. Addi-
ionally, modern sequencing platforms are geared for sequencing
uman genomes efﬁciently and are quite expensive if used to
equence a single viral sample. Currently some PCR assays have
een developed on selected viruses for detection at the family level,
 This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Com-
ons Attribution-NonCommercial-No Derivative Works License, which permits
on-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
riginal author and source are credited.
∗ Corresponding author at: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, PO Box 808,
-174, Livermore, CA 94551, United States. Tel.: +1 925 422 4317;
ax: +1 925 422 6736.
E-mail address: Gardner26@LLNL.gov (S.N. Gardner).
166-0934/$ – see front matter ©  2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights 
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jviromet.2013.04.019but there is a lack of sensitive and reliable assays for forensic dis-
crimination of select agent viruses at the strain and isolate level.
The overall goal of this project was  to design high resolution and
cost-effective genotyping assays for strain level forensic discrimi-
nation of select agent viruses, addressing a signiﬁcant capability
gap for the viral bioforensics and law enforcement community.
While sequencing costs have dropped in recent years, the cost
and labor of library preparation and sequencing are still substan-
tial. Moreover, data transfer, storage and bioinformatics analysis
of large data sets can dwarf the costs of sequencing alone and are
often ignored (Bao et al., 2011; Thudi et al., 2012). Taqman PCR
and microarrays are two  methods for genotyping an unknown that
are faster and more cost effective, particularly when one needs to
characterize hundreds of samples.
Here is described a multipronged approach computation-
ally combining phylogenetic analysis, TaqMan signatures, single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers and microarray probes to
characterize the viral sequences of Western, Eastern, and Venezue-
lan equine encephalitis viruses (WEE, EEE, and VEE, respectively),
hantavirus L, M,  and S segments, and orthopoxviruses (OPXV).
While this work is computational, it should facilitate future lab
studies.
Arrays with all known SNPs have provided accurate foren-
sic determination at a low cost (unpublished reports to
reserved.
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epartment of Homeland Security, manuscript in review). A high-
hroughput approach using kSNP (Gardner and Slezak, 2010)
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ksnp) for polymorphism detec-
ion and assay validation was applied to combine automated
nalysis of draft and ﬁnished genome sequence data with rapid
icroarray development and testing. Candidate SNP loci are
rst identiﬁed via sequence analysis, and then used to design
robes for a high-density oligo microarray, which can be quickly
abricated commercially by Maskless Array Synthesis (Roche Nim-
leGen) (Singh-Gasson et al., 1999) or ink-jet (Agilent) technologies
Hughes et al., 2001). The array is then tested with a panel of strains
f the species of interest. This dual-platform use of sequencing
nd arrays distinguishes true polymorphisms from loci that appear
olymorphic due to sequencing errors encountered with modern
latforms. PCR primer sets can then be designed for the validated
oci; in addition, the array itself can be used for rapid genotyping
f uncharacterized isolates. This approach was applied to several
undred bacterial and viral genomes, and tested on six species and
ozens of isolates as part of work by the authors for the National
ioForensic Analysis and Countermeasures Center. The estimated
all error rates for microarray probes averaged less than 0.5% for
NP loci when the array was hybridized with various strains of
acillus anthracis (manuscript in review).
. Methods
.1. MSAs
Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSAs) were built with MUSCLE
http://www.drive5.com/muscle/; Edgar, 2004) (WEE, VEE, EEE
nd hantavirus) or MAUVE (http://gel.ahabs.wisc.edu/mauve/;
arling et al., 2004) (OPXV) when MUSCLE exceeded mem-
ry before completion. Table 1 summarizes the fraction of
he genome conserved across all available sequences for each
arget set based on the MSAs. Maximum likelihood phyloge-
etic trees were constructed from the alignments using RAxML
7.2.7 (http://wwwkramer.in.tum.de/exelixis/software.html;
tamatakis, 2006) with the GTR substitution matrix and the
AMMA-based likelihood as described in the RAxML manual (-m
TRGAMMA option, other parameters were RAxML defaults). The
est scoring maximum likelihood tree is reported. For several of
he larger target sets that did not complete in several hours with
AxML, namely Hanta segments M and S and OPXV, FastTree was
sed (Price et al., 2010).
Data ﬁles containing the complete fast header information for
ll of the genome identiﬁers shown on the trees are provided as
upplementary information. The genome identiﬁers on the trees
ave an appended “ #” to ensure that each sequence identiﬁer fed
nto the kSNP software is unique, since not all genomes had strain
nformation.
.2. PCR signatures
Signature candidates were designed with Minimal Set Clus-
ering (Gardner et al., 2003) and Primux (Hysom et al., 2012),
n improved version of the MPP  algorithm described in Gardner
t al. (2009) to include degenerate bases. These signatures included
rimers and probes with and without degenerate bases. Ampli-
ons were 80–250 bp, primer Tm’s approximately 60–65 ◦C, primer
engths 18–22 bases, probes 18–30 bases, probe Tm’s approxi-
ately 68–73 ◦C, and with up to 2 degenerate bases per primer
r probe.
TaqSim software (http://staff.vbi.vt.edu/dyermd/publications/
les/TaqSim Help.pdf) was used to predict which signatures should
etect which targets, assuming no mismatches of primers and Ta
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robes to targets. Signatures were either primers only or TaqMan
riplets (primers with a probe). Many of the primer pairs were
onserved among many sequences within a target set, and adding
robes provided additional discrimination. Mix  and match alterna-
ive combinations of forward and reverse primers and probes were
onsidered different signatures, even if some shared a primer or
robe. Hundreds to thousands of signatures were designed for the
equences in each target set (Table 1).
Signatures were mapped to the nodes of the MSA-based tree.
ignatures predicted to detect any cluster of targets that did not
orrespond to a node, that is, the exact set of sequences down
 branch on the tree, were considered homoplastic. Whether a
ignature maps to a node or is homoplastic depends on the tree
opology and the root ancestor/descendant relationship. Alterna-
ive roots for a tree do not change the tree branching patterns;
hey do change the ancestor/descendant relationships. Since no
utgroups were used for building the trees, the MSA-based trees
ere unrooted. Therefore, we drew each tree using the root that
inimized the number of homoplastic signatures: signatures were
apped to each node for all possible roots of the tree. The root for
hich the tree had the fewest homoplastic signatures was selected
s the best root.
.3. SNPs
kSNP software was used to ﬁnd single nucleotide polymor-
hisms (SNPs) in whole genome data (Gardner and Slezak,
010).This is an alignment free method based on k-mer (oligos of
ength k) analyses. A SNP locus is deﬁned by the sequence context
f length k surrounding the SNP (k − 1)/2 bases either side of the
NP with a variant SNP allele at the central base. SNP analysis was
erformed with k = 13. This representation of a SNP locus is based
n surrounding sequence information rather than positional infor-
ation in a genome. It differs from traditional alignment-based
oncepts of a SNP locus, and it allows one to consider draft genomes
hich are available only as contig fragments in which positional
nformation relative to the complete genome is not known. kSNP is
lso useful for viruses in which there may  be highly divergent and
oorly alignable regions among a large group of sequences, and
onserved regions only exist among small subgroups of sequences.
here is no bias that otherwise results from the choice of a refer-
nce sequence or from considering only a subset of regions of the
enome that can be aligned with ease. kSNP scales to hundreds
f bacterial or viral genomes, and can be used for ﬁnished and/or
raft genomes available as unassembled contigs. The method is fast
o compute, ﬁnding SNPs and building a SNP-based phylogeny in
econds to hours. Here, SNP-based trees were calculated from a
imple hamming distance metric of the number of SNP allele differ-
nces between each target sequence, and SNP alleles were mapped
o the nodes. SNP alleles could be mapped to an MSA tree instead of
 SNP-based tree, but here SNP trees are shown in order to compare
he alternative ways to generate a phylogeny.
To improve accuracy, memory efﬁciency, and speed, modiﬁca-
ions were made from the original description of the kSNP software:
1) k-mer enumeration with a sufﬁx array was replaced with a new
ash table implementation using the Jellyﬁsh software (Marcais
nd Kingsford, 2011); (2) calls to blastn (Camacho et al., 2009) to
nd all candidate loci in all genomes were replaced with calls to
UMmer  (Kurtz et al., 2004); (3) trees were rooted so as to max-
mize the number of SNP alleles that map  to nodes of the tree (to
inimize homoplastic SNPs), as described above for PCR signatures..4. Microarray probe design
Microarray probes were designed for every SNP. Probe design
trategy maximized sensitivity and speciﬁcity based on extensiveical Methods 193 (2013) 112– 120
prior lab testing on a Roche NimbleGen microarray platform, where
work in the authors lab demonstrated nearly 100% SNP allele call
rates and accuracy over 99.5% (in review, and unpublished reports
for DHS). Maximum sensitivity and SNP discrimination accuracy
was found when the SNP base is at the 13th position from the
5′ end of the probe (the end farthest from the array), probes are
between 32 and 40 bases long, and length varies so as to equalize
hybridization free energy (G) to the extent possible within the
allowable length range. Probes shorter than 32 bases had high false
negative rates, and longer probes were inefﬁcient at discriminating
single base mismatches. G was  a better predictor of hybridization
than Tm. Probe candidates with hybridization free energy below
G = −43 kcal/mol were shortened until either their G exceeded
−43 kcal/mol or they reached the minimum 32 bases. Probes were
designed around the SNP on both the plus and minus strands, for
all four possible SNP alleles, and all surrounding sequence vari-
ants. Probes were designed for both the plus and minus strands;
these are not the reverse complements of one another because
the SNP does not lie at the center of the probe. There are probes
for each of the four variants on each strand, so at least eight
probes per SNP locus. In addition, any sequence variation out-
side of the k-mer SNP context of conserved bases is captured in
multiple alternative probes for that allele, so there may  be more
than 8 probes per SNP locus, although for a given hybridization,
only the probe variant with the best signal is used for assessing
the SNP allele at the 13th position. Finally, probes were trimmed
from the 3′ end to remove any N’s or other degenerate bases, and
omitted altogether if doing so resulted in a probe less than 32
bases. If a probe is a subsequence of any other, only the shorter
of the two  was  kept. If necessary to ﬁt on the desired array for-
mat, probes can be omitted for alleles not represented in the target
sequences, e.g. for biallelic SNPs and some of the possible probe
variations outside the conserved k-mer context for some alleles.
Pruning to the subset to detect only observed alleles in the available
genomes dropped the probe counts by over 70%. Both unpruned
and full sets of probes are provided as supplementary data. These
probe counts could be further reduced, for example, by including
probes for only a subset of the SNPs for each node or homoplastic
group.
3. Results
Trees based on MSA’s or SNPs are shown in Figs. 1–7, showing
either the number of PCR signatures or SNP alleles that map  to
each node (in blue at the node) and leaf (in brackets after the strain
name). Counts of homoplastic PCR signatures or SNPs cannot be
shown on the tree. Table 1 summarizes the numbers of genomes,
PCR signatures, SNPs, and homoplastic markers for each viral target
set.
The vast majority of PCR signatures are strain-speciﬁc (mapping
to the leaves) or homoplastic, detecting combinations of sequences
that do not map  exactly to a node of the MSA  trees. The homoplastic
signatures nonetheless may  be useful; some signatures may  detect
most of the members of a clade. For OPXV, the majority of PCR
signatures are homoplastic, predicted to detect various subsets of
the target sequences.
Where branch lengths are very short, usually PCR signatures can
be found. Few signatures map  to the more distantly related targets
separated by long branch lengths like those seen between differ-
ent species. Many of the antigenic subgroups and species within
the equine encephalitis virus complexes and hantavirus genus do
have PCR signatures at forensic level resolution. In cases where zero
signatures map  to a node of interest, one would need to use a com-
bination of homoplastic signatures or leaf-level signatures to detect
and discriminate all the desired targets.
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Fig. 1. (A) The MSA  tree for WEE  with counts of the number of PCR-based signatures that map  to the sequences on that branch. Strain-speciﬁc signature counts are in brackets
after  strain names. (B) SNP-based tree for WEE  with counts at each node of the number of SNP alleles shared by the genomes down that branch, and genome-speciﬁc allele
counts shown in brackets after the strain name. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
F
r
ig. 2. (A) PCR signature counts mapped to nodes of MSA  tree for VEE. (B) SNP-based tr
eferred to the web  version of the article.)ee for VEE. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is
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Fig. 3. (A) PCR signature counts mapped to nodes of MSA  tree for EEE. (B) SNP tree for EEE. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to
the  web  version of the article.)
v
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HFor OPXV, there are three variola-speciﬁc PCR signatures, three
ariola minor speciﬁc signatures, two vaccinia, seven camelpox,
ne taterapox, and six ectromelia speciﬁc signatures. Cowpox falls
nto two clades. There are some subtype and strain signatures, but
ue to the relatively high level of conservation across this double-
tranded DNA virus, combinations of homoplastic signatures would
e required to classify an unknown down to a forensic level using
CR signatures.
Almost all targets had a substantially higher fraction of nodesithout PCR signatures than without SNPs (Fig. 8). Likewise, most
argets had a larger fraction of PCR signatures that were homo-
lastic compared to the fraction of SNPs that were homoplastic.
omoplastic PCR signatures often were predicted to detect only asubset of the strains down a branch. The one exception was Hanta
segment L, for which the vast majority of PCR signatures were
genome-speciﬁc, that is, they mapped to the leaves, and so were
not considered homoplastic.
3.1. Comparisons between MSA and SNP trees for each viral group
The MSA  and SNP trees for WEE  viruses are nearly the same,
except that the MSA  tree has the Fort Morgan and Buggy Creek as
nearest neighbors to the Highlands J viruses, but the SNP tree has
the branch to Fort Morgan and Buggy Creek viruses from the root,
since there were no SNP loci present in both clusters to indicate that
they are more closely related to one another than to other species
S.N. Gardner, C.J. Jaing / Journal of Virological Methods 193 (2013) 112– 120 117
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tig. 4. (A) PCR signature counts mapped to nodes MSA  tree for OXPV. (B) SNP tree
ext,  the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
n the WEE  virus complex. There are no PCR signatures at this node
ither, nor is there a single PCR signature that classiﬁes all Sindbis
iruses together.
MSA  and SNP trees for VEE are the same for the upper part of
he trees, but SNPs cannot correctly place the divergent Pixuna and
ig. 5. (A) MSA  based tree for Hanta segment L with accurate branch lengths and showing
ree  for hantavirus segment L. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, ththopox with SNP allele counts. (For interpretation of the references to color in the
Cabassou relative to the others, since each is very divergent from
other members of the species complex, and branches off near the
root of the tree. These isolates do share some SNPs with other iso-
lates, but only homoplastic SNPs that do not correspond to any
nodes of the SNP-based tree. Nor are there PCR signatures for many
 PCR signature counts at the nodes and in brackets after strain names. (B) SNP-based
e reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 6. (A) MSA-based tree for Hanta segment M with PCR signature counts mapped onto tree. Not all strains are shown. (B) SNP tree for Hanta segment M.  Not all strains
shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
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af the nodes at the bottom of the tree that lead to the Cassabou and
ther divergent isolates.
MSA  and SNP trees for EEE are similar. The BeAr strain
nd the PE-3 and PE-0 are relatively different from the other
arger group of EEE viruses that cluster tightly at the top of
he tree, and it is difﬁcult to tell whether BeAr or the PE-3/PE-
 cluster is closer to the large cluster. For EEE, only the Patent
O2005000881 and Florida91-4697 sequences cannot be discrim-
nated based on SNPs. The patent sequence is a live attenuated
accine derived from the Florida91-4697 parent isolate. It has ﬁve
eleted codons at the furin cleavage site. All other branches and
trains can be discriminated based on SNPs, most by dozens of
oci.
The SNP-based tree for OPXV corresponds to the MSA tree.
lmost all of the internal nodes have tens to thousands of branch-
iscriminating SNPs, with species- and clade-speciﬁc SNPs. The
PXV tree shows that there are 3497 species-speciﬁc SNP alle-
es for variola and 506 subtype-speciﬁc SNP alleles for variola
inor, 3533 for monkeypox, 5294 for ectromelia, and 2338 for the
ranch to skunk-, vole-, and raccoonpox. There are hundreds of
lade-speciﬁc SNPs at most levels of the tree, which should enable
igh conﬁdence, high resolution classiﬁcation of an unknown iso-
ate.
In contrast, of the nearly 800 PCR signatures that were gener-
ted, very few of them mapped to internal nodes of the MSA tree,while the vast majority mapped to leaves or to strain groupings
that did not correspond exactly to a branch of the tree. Therefore
PCR signatures may  be a poor choice for phylogenetic subtyping
of OPXV compare to SNPs. To categorize an unknown to any given
branch would require testing against combinations of many PCR
signatures, since most nodes have no PCR signature corresponding
exactly to the strains down that branch.
MSA  and SNP trees for Hanta segments have very similar branch-
ing topology. Most SNPs map  close to the leaves of the trees
(species, subspecies, and strain) and do not map  to higher level
branches shared across species, but SNPs do allow clear clustering
by species and strain. To illustrate that PCR signatures map  only
to the shortest branches, Fig. 5A shows accurate branch lengths
(for other target sets plotting branch lengths made counts unread-
able). There are sufﬁcient SNPs for most branches and all leaves
to place an unknown on a tree based on SNP allele calls. Seg-
ments M and S each have over a hundred sequences, making it
difﬁcult to visualize all of them on a tree. There are dozens of
species or “unclassiﬁed hantavirus” sequences. Few of the inter-
nal nodes have PCR signatures, so again one would need to test
a large panel of PCR signatures capturing the variation near the
leaves against an unknown to place it on the tree. The value
of a high-plex assay like an array is clear for species and strain
level characterization, as well as identiﬁcation of recombinant
strains.
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Fig. 7. (A) PCR signatures mapped onto MSA  tree for Hanta segment S. Not all leaves and n
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rCR  signatures, since PCR signatures have a higher fraction of nodes with zero PCR
ignatures and more homoplastic PCR signatures which do not correspond to nodes
f  the tree than do SNPs.
. Discussion and conclusions
Whole genome alignment, SNP discovery and microarray
esign, and PCR signature design was performed to genotype all
vailable ﬁnished and draft genomes of WEE, EEE, VEE, hantavirus
egments, and OPXV. Almost every available genome can be dis-
riminated on the basis of SNPs and/or PCR signatures. Trees based
n SNPs alone were compared with those based on the full MSA,
howing good correspondence at the strain level within a species,
nd that species clustered separately. For Hanta segments M and S,
hich are very large and diverse groups of RNA viruses spanning an
ntire genus, SNP tree topology differed at high levels in the rela-
ionship between different species, since some species share no
NP loci. In these cases, MSA  was needed to decipher inter-species
elationships.odes shown. (B) SNP tree for hantavirus segment S. Not all leaves and nodes shown.
 version of the article.)
In most cases, only the most closely related strains have corre-
sponding PCR signatures. Therefore, to place an unknown sample
on the tree using PCR signatures, one cannot traverse the tree from
the top down (root to leaf) because there are no or very few PCR
signatures at the more conserved levels. Instead, the sample must
be tested against many leaf level and homoplastic signatures for
classiﬁcation as to the most similar leaf. This issue is less problem-
atic for SNP genotyping, since SNP alleles exist to discriminate more
of the conserved nodes, and, more importantly, highly multiplexed
analysis like arrays makes it possible to determine all SNP alleles
in an unknown in a single assay.
Every node may  not have SNP alleles that correspond exactly
to that node, but those nodes are nonetheless differentiable by
combining information from a number of homoplastic SNP loci. A
microarray or other highly multiplexed approach (e.g. Molecular
Inversion Probes or MIP) (Syvanen, 2005) that queries all known
SNPs for an unknown isolate in a single assay is much more power-
ful than a set of single-plex assays for a limited number of canonical
SNPs or PCR signatures that map  to a small handful of the nodes
of a tree. As knowledge of viral diversity expands, the need for
larger multiplexes for genotyping unknowns grows apace. Due to
the large numbers of signatures and thus reactions that would be
required to classify an unknown down to the subtype and strain
level, TaqMan PCR reactions for forensic classiﬁcation will be labor
intensive and expensive. Using a PCR-based technology that allows
higher levels of multiplexing is an option, such as a bead based
assay (e.g. Luminex), although the multiplexing levels are still in
the tens of assays rather than the hundreds of thousands available
from a microarray. Multiplexing more than a couple dozen primers
requires substantial laboratory optimization.
One disadvantage of a SNP array compared to PCR genotyping
is lower array sensitivity compared to PCR. However, considering
that a small sample would need to be subdivided into aliquots
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or many PCR reactions, the sensitivity difference between arrays
nd PCR might disappear. Whole genome preampliﬁcation with
andom hexa- or nona-mers or virus-speciﬁc whole genome ampli-
cation with conserved degenerate primers that tile across the viral
enome are possible methods to increase sensitivity prior to array
ybridization (Erlandsson et al., 2011; Jaing et al., 2008). In other
ork, the authors have designed conserved, degenerate primer
ets that tile across whole genomes and which should amplify
ll sequence variants of the viruses discussed here (manuscript in
reparation).
As sequencing costs drop, some question the utility of arrays.
owever, the labor, time, and expense of library preparation for
equencing, the data storage, and bioinformatics analyses required
o assemble and phylogenetically characterize an unknown strain
ake sense only for high value isolates. In calculating sequencing
osts, the costs of making sense of megabases of raw read data
s often ignored. Pre-designed SNP arrays offer rapid phylogenetic
haracterization of unknowns with standardized and automated
nalysis. They are valuable tools alone or as a screening device to
ownselect a subset of samples for sequencing.
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